VenomX4

TM

mouse controller combo

Setup Software Instruction

Thank you for purchasing the Venom-X4 product. Please read this instruction before using the
software to set up your Venom-X4.

Introduction

VenomX4

TM

Tuact’s Venom-X4 Mouse controller set consists of three devices -- a high performance
game Mouse, a left hand Wand controller and a Transceiver.
Venom-X4 has extensive customization and can be programmed and configured to tailor
your own playing style. It has the ability to map the buttons, configure the settings and save
up to 6 different game profiles in memory to switch on the fly.
The Venom-X4 setup software can be found and downloaded from Tuact’s website at:
www.tuact.com/software/VenomX4-Setup-Installer.exe
It is a “green” software that doesn’t need you to install a driver and can be totally removed
from your computer.
The Venom-X4 setup software can be installed on Windows XP, Windows 7, 8 and 10.

Hardware connections
Before you start to run the setup software the first time, you need to connect your Venom-X4
Transceiver and Mouse to your computer (in PC mode), this would allow your PC to install the
driver for them. Your system would identify the Venom-X4 Transceiver and the Mouse, then
install drivers for them separately. Please wait for a while until the system prompts that those
devices are working properly.
Setup Venom-X4 Transceiver:
•

Make sure there is no controller plugged into the Venom-X4 Transceiver.

•

Connect your Venom-X4 Transceiver to one of your PC USB ports with the Micro USB
cable.

Setup Venom-X4 Mouse:
1. Directly connect your Venom-X4 Mouse to your PC USB port .
2. Windows will install drivers for Venom-X4 devices. No special driver is needed on
Windows XP, Win7, Win8 and Win10.
Note: Before you run the Setup software, PLEASE WAIT! until your Windows system
complete the driver installation so that the software can identify the Venom-X4
Transceiver and Mouse.
Tip:

Venom-X4 Transceiver and Mouse can be plugged into your PC at the same time
or separately.

Main menu buttons
There are 7 buttons for the following setup selections:

. PlayStation 4 console platform
. PlayStation 3 console platform
. Xbox One console platform
. XBox 360 console platform
. Windows PC platform
. Venom-X4 mouse
. Venom-X4 firmware upgrade

Profile Operation
Venom-X4 stores the configuration
settings and button Layout into one profile for one game. There's up to 6 game
profiles of each platform that can be
stored in the Venom-X4 Transceiver
memory. Profiles are identified by color
– Red, Blue, Orange, Cyan, Purple and
Green, each color corresponds to the
LED color on Transceiver. During game
play you can switch the settings stored
in different profiles by pressing the
Transceiver “Profile” button.

In the lower potion of Configuration and Layout window, the colored “Profile” tab is used for
choosing corresponding profile memory block.
Clicking the colored “Profile” tab pops the “Profile Selection” window, then select one profile and
press OK button to point the configuration and Layout to this colored memory block.
Tuact creates popular game profiles for users to download, the settings in the factory profiles
can be tweaked by users after it is downloaded into the software.
Click to select the “Manufacture” as Profile source, and choose the desired profile from the
pull-down list, then press the “Download” button. You need to connect your PC to the Internet
to get the profile list and download them from Tuact server.
The “Local File” option is for loading the profile from PC, press the “Browse”
find the profile to load.
To save a profile on user’s PC as a copy, press the “Save”
button.

button to

Every profile tab is labeled with a game title, the game title is the same as profile file name. You
can’t change the title directly on the color tab, instead, you can rename the file name after it
was saved to your local drive, and then reload it.

Configuration
User can download Tuact factory game specific profile for configuration. If you want to
tweak the settings for your own style, you can adjust the parameters in the “configuration” window.
You can adjust mouse X and Y axis speed, the Y axis speed is expressed by Y/X ratio.
For example, Y/X ratio 1.4 means the Y speed is 1.4 times of the X speed.
The Aim Down Sight speed (ADS Speed) and Speed Up Multiplier also can be changed.

Mouse Speed:
Venom-X4 can magnify the mouse raw tracking data to faster the game play moving
speed, the rate of the magnifying can be adjusted by the “Mouse Speed” slider bar. The
magnifying factor is displayed on the left side of the bar.
Adjustable Range: 1.0 to 6.0.
Aim Down Sight Speed:
When the weapon scope is on sight, if you want to track faster or slower to snipe more
accurately, you can adjust the Aim Down Sight speed without changing the normal mouse
speed.
Sliding the bar can adjust the ADS speed:
. Increase the mouse tracking - ADS speed greater than 1.0
. Decrease the mouse tracking - ADS speed less than 1.0
Adjustable Range: 0.5 to 2.5.

Speed Up:
Speed Up is another speed multiplier to boost the tracking speed.
It will further multiply the mouse speed and the ADS speed. It can be used when you are
in vehicle, aircraft, or super quick turning regardless of accuracy.
The Speed Up is mapped to a pre-defined button or key, hold the Speed Up button to turn
it on, and release it to turn it Off.
Note: As the Speed Up could multiply mouse data by many times, the tracking would be
mostly out of the 1:1 linear range, it is only for fast turning purpose but not
accurate aiming. Mainly reserved for games limiting rotation speed ie. "Vehicle
turrets".

Y/X Axis Ratio:
The Y/X ratio is for adjusting the Y axis relative speed, the Y axis raw data will be
multiplied by the Y/X ratio before it is processed by all other speed factors.
Y/X ratio value range: 0.5 to 2.5
Important Note:
You can also adjust the turning sensitivity in the game option menu. To keep your mouse
tracking precision while still getting the fast moving, it is recommended to set the game
sensitivity to its HIGHEST value.
Auto Fire:
Auto Fire is also referred as Rapid Fire. This feature is used in game when you have
semi-auto weapon but want to fire as an automatic weapon. When it is engaged, Auto
Fire also allows fully automatic weapons - less recoil and tighter groupings.
Burst Fire:
When Auto Fire is turned on, your weapon can fire 2-4 burst rounds automatically on
each click when 2, 3 or 4 is selected; When the “Full” is selected, your weapon would
continuously fire as long as the trigger button is pressed.
Fire Rate:
The rate of fire can be defined from 2 to 10 rounds per second.
Note: The actual rate of fire also depends on the weapon your are using, some
weapons may not reach the rate you have set. This is due to its maximum re-coil
speed assigned in game is slower than your setting, it doesn’t mean that your
setting was not functional.

Aim Down Sight Lock:
Lock the Aim scope on sight, you do not need to hold the button while snipe aiming for long
period of time.
Note: In the case that some games already have the Aim Down Sight Lock function,
this function needs to be turned off.

Layout

Click on Layout tab to map Venom-X4 Mouse and Wand:

As Venom-X4 works with the console as a game controller, the controller buttons need
to be mapped to the Venom-X4 devices including mouse, wand and keyboard.
Press the “Layout” tab to open the layout window.
Venom-X4 has 2 sets of mapping: Map1 and Map2 that are effective at the same time.
Map1 and Map2 are identical that allow you to activate two controller buttons simultaneously. If you do not need this function, leave the second mapping blank.
Note: Only one mapping is defined in factory profiles.

Three types devices are selectable in mapping:
. Venom-X4 devices including Venom Mouse and Wand
. 3rd party mouse
. Keyboard

Follow the steps below to assign the mapping:
1. Click on the Map1 or Map2 selection check
box to map them separately.
2. Move your cursor on a definition box, it will
highlight its corresponding controller button.
3. Click the definition box to pop up the
definition window, select the device type
icon, then pick a key from the “Buttons” pull
down list.
4. Press OK to confirm or close the window
to cancel.

Reset Button: Clear all the definition boxes.
When you need to resume the factory default map, press the Profile Download button to
reload.
Wheel Up/Down Definitions:
The mouse wheel up/down can be assigned to controller buttons as an extra that would
have them multi-assigned for convenience.
Note: The wheel Up/Down are undefined by factory default.
Speed Up Definition:
Speed Up function is a special feature that boosts the moving speed by an extra factor.
The multiplying factor is set by the Setup Software.
Only certain buttons on device can be defined as Speed Up.
The factory default sets the Speed Up to G8 button on Venom-X4 mouse.
Motion Mapping:
Venom-X4 Wand has motion function equipped. When Venom-X4 Motion is not assigned to
any controller button, Venom-X4 Wand motion acts the same way as regular controller
motion.
When Venom-X4 Motion is assigned to a controller button, the Wand motion then acts as
controller button while the 6 axle regular motion stops.
To assign the Motion to controller buttons, select the motion directions in the Venom-X4
type definition list;
To disable the Motion, define a non-motion button or leave the definition boxes empty.
The Motion Mapping of the factory default is disabled.

Side Buttons Mapping on the 3rd Party Mouse :
Some of the 3rd party mouse are equipped with extra buttons, if those buttons could be
setup to work as keyboard by their own software, they can be defined in the type of “keyboard” to work with Venom-X4. You can select the characters which were previously set in
their own software to make the mapping.

PC SETUP
While using Venom-X4 on PC, the Venom-X4 Mouse side buttons work as normal keyboard.
You should connect the Venom-X4 mouse directly to PC to use those side buttons and map
those keys in the game configuration.
To map the Veom-X4 Wand for PC mode, highlight the definition box and type the character.
Two-Key combination is accepted.

Reset button:

Clear all the definition boxes.

Default button:

Restore the factory default layout.

Load Layout From File: Read the saved layout file from PC.
Save Layout to File:

Save the current layout as a file on PC.

MOUSE SETUP

Venom-X4 mouse stores 3 CPI settings in memory that are identified by color: Green, Blue
and Red. You can switch the preset CPI on the fly by pressing the CPI button. The effective
resolution is indicated with the LED color. The 3 colors on the slider bar correspond to the
mouse LED colors.

To define the side buttons, highlight the Definition box and type the character.
Two-Key combination is accepted.
Note: Changing CPI by CPI button won’t change the re-fresh rate and mapping.

APPLY THE SETTINGS

Save Your Settings:
There is an “Apply” button in Configuration, Layout and Mouse Setup windows, when you
complete the adjustment and setup, press the “Apply” button to save the settings and
layout to the Transceiver or mouse hardware and to take effective.
Note:
Pressing “Apply” button will only save the profile that you are currently working with. When
switching to another profile, you need to apply again.
Pressing “Apply” button will save both the Configuration and Layout data into the hardware
including the settings in another window which is not appearing. You don’t need to press the
“Apply” button in every window.

FIRMWARE

Venom-X4 Transceiver and Mouse have their own firmware, which are not necessarily needed
to be upgraded at the same time.
. Plugging the Transceiver box into PC without connecting any controller to upgrade Transceiver
box firmware.
. Connecting the Venom-X4 mouse directly to PC to upgrade mouse firmware.

When the Transceiver or Mouse is recognized by the software, a highlighted logo will show up,
it is ready to upgrade.
Select the firmware source and press the “Upgrade” button to load firmware and write into the
hardware.
There are two sources to get firmware:
Manufacture:

Connect your PC to the Internet to get firmware from factory.
The Setup software will list all available firmware in the pull down list.

Local file:

Upgrade from firmware file saved on your PC.

If you want to save the firmware onto your local PC as a copy, press the

button.

Important Note:
While the upgrade is in progress, DO NOT disconnect the Transceiver or Mouse from PC.
DO NOT close the Setup Software or turn off the PC, interrupting the firmware code programming will cause the Transceiver or Mouse stop working or become damaged.

Technical support
If you have any questions not covered in this manual, you can contact our Tuact Support Team
at: support@tuact.com.

